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Abstract 
 
 Paraxial ray tracing procedures have become widely accepted techniques for 
acoustic models in seismology and underwater acoustics.  To date a generic form of these 
procedures including fluid motion and time dependence has not appeared in the literature.  
A detailed investigation of the characteristic curves of the equations of hydrodynamics 
allows for an immediate generalization of the procedure to be extracted from the equation 
for geodesic deviation.  The general paraxial ray trace equations serve as an ideal 
supplement to ordinary ray tracing in predicting the deformation of acoustic beams in 
random environments.  The general procedure is derived in terms of affine 
parameterization and in a coordinate time parameterization ideal for application to 
physical acoustic ray propagation.  The formalism is applied to layered media, where the 
deviation equation reduces to a second order differential equation for a single field with a 
general solution in terms of a depth integral along the ray path.  Some features are 
illustrated through special cases which lead to exact solutions in terms of either ordinary 
or special functions. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 
 Paraxial ray tracing has become widely used in Seismology where motion of the 
medium can be ignored.  In paraxial ray trace procedures ray paths within a ray bundle or 
tube are determined by solving a system of second order linear differential equations 
along one ray path rather than repeatedly solving the ray equation with different initial 
conditions [1].  A complete set of paraxial ray equations for three dimensional acoustic 
ray tracing in an arbitrary environment are presented.  From the results of this procedure 
the neighboring rays close to a specific solution of the ray equations may be mapped thus 
allowing one to model the deformation of a ray bundle as it propagates through a random 
environment.  The equation for geodesic deviation, commonly used in differential 
geometry to study the existence of conjugate points along geodesics of a differential 
manifold, is used to derive the generic paraxial ray trace procedure [2], [3], [4].   
 It is worth noting that while the identification of acoustic rays with null geodesics 
was first illustrated by R. White in 1973 some ten years later the connection was 
discovered again in the general relativity community and has become known as acoustic 
GR (or acoustic analog models of black holes) [5], [6].  The approaches taken in each 
case identify the acoustic rays as paths of zero length in four dimensional space time 
called null geodesics.  A significant amount of research has been done using these 
equations to model the sound in the presence of moving fluids [7], [8], [9].  
 New techniques for solving the parabolic wave equation in ducted environments 
based on operator expansions and path integrals techniques originally developed and used 
in quantum field theory have been employed by practitioners in the acoustics community 
with great success [10], [11].  These techniques have led to the development of new 
approaches to numerical modeling of sound in ocean environments.  This work follows 
this modern tradition in that the use of geodesic deviation in general relativity serves as 
an inspiration. 
 The presence of differential geometry in modern physics for the past 75 years has 
led to the development and use of many sophisticated techniques that are employed in the 
development of the paraxial approximation and the analysis of layered media presented 
here.  While much of the formalism can be extracted from texts on general relativity and 
mathematical physics the geometric relationship between the four dimensional deviation 
and the deviation between equal time rays used later in this work, while simple and 
elegant, is not trivial and a derivation of the system is presented in this article for 
completeness.  The reader is referred to the classic text book literature in these fields for 
more information [2], [12-15]. 
 This article is divided into four sections, section 1 being the introduction.  Section 
2 introduces the mathematical machinery necessary for constructing a paraxial ray trace 
algorithm in a random fluid medium and the geometrical significance of the quantities 
involved.  This system consist of the ray equation, the equations for determining a ray 
centered basis parallel propagated along the ray and the equation of geodesic deviation 
expressed in the ray centered basis.  The paraxial system is initially derived using an 
affine parameter, an obvious choice from the geometric point of view, and later recast in 
a more tractable form using coordinate time as a three dimensional ray parameter.  In 
section 3 the procedure is applied to layered media with fluid motion where the technique 
of identifying isometries of the metric is used to determine the ray tangent at all point 
along the ray.  These results are then fed into the deviation equation with attention being 
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focused on effective two dimensional ray systems where it is demonstrated that the 
equations of parallel transport need not be solved.  Hence a ray centered basis may be 
chosen by inspection resulting in a scalar equation for a single component of the 
deviation vector.  The effects of environmental parameters on the focusing properties of 
the medium are discussed in general and some exact solutions presented.  Although a 
complete recipe for the construction of a numerical procedure is presented in its entirety 
the applications presented in this article are geared mainly towards situations where either 
an exact solution may be derived or general properties inferred without explicit numerical 
or analytical results.  Since examples of problems with exact solutions are rare their 
presentation serves both a research and pedagogical value towards acoustic modeling and 
understanding the techniques involved.  In section four the conclusions are summarized 
and discussed.   
 The standard conventions of tensor analysis on a differentiable manifold are used 
throughout; the reader is referred to the literature for more detailed information [2].  
Covariant tensors are denoted  contravariant tensors .  Indices are raised and 
lowered by the metric tensor , and the Einstein summation convention is used 
throughout (whenever the same index appears twice, once in the covariant position and 
once in the contravariant position, sum over all index values is implied).  The index 
convention for tensor components refers to a local Cartesian coordinate patch with the 
coordinates of a point in the space (or space - time) given by .  The author uses a 
different signature for the metric tensor than White, following the trend commonly found 
in general relativity and much of the standard jargon used throughout is common in 
general relativity.  The metric tensor  provides a generalization of the concept of a 
“dot” product, which calculates the magnitude of a vector and the angle between two 
vectors in a tangent space at each point of the manifold.  The index notation used 
throughout serves a dual purpose in labeling tensor components with respect to the 
manifold with inner product  and components of vector quantities in ordinary 
Euclidian space, such as the fluid velocity 
µA
µA
µ
νµν AgA =
µx
µνg
µνg
jυ  (Greek indices run from 0…3 and Latin 
from 1…3, with “0” reserved for time).  In the first case indices may be lowered and 
raised by the metric tensor and its inverse respectively, while in the latter case there is no 
difference between covariant and contravariant notation, .  Although the formal 
derivation begins by considering rays as four dimensional space–time paths of a 
differentiable manifold all quantities are reduced to ordinary three dimensional vectors in 
Euclidian space to illustrate the connection between this approach and that appearing in 
Cerveny.  Describing the relation between four dimensional space-time vectors and 
ordinary Euclidian vectors within this formalism requires a shift from one language to 
another.  Since this shift in notation will occur often throughout this paper the paradigm 
used in a specific equation or derivation will always be noted in the text by the following 
shorthand; a differentiable manifold endowed with an inner product on each tangent 
space is referred to simply as M, ordinary Euclidian space with the standard “dot 
product” is called 
j
j υυ =
3E . 
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II.      DERIVATION OF THE PARAXIAL RAY TRACE PROCEDURE 
 The relationship between the bicharacteristics of a partial differential equation and 
the geodesic flow of a Riemannian manifold is well documented in the literature.  The 
presentation of the following work follows closely that found in two references, Courant 
& Hilbert, Methods of Mathematical Physics Volume II and Fritz John, Partial 
Differential Equations, New York University, [17] and [18] respectively.  The equations 
describing the propagation of acoustic wave fronts in the weak field limit were derived 
from the results given in Courant & Hilbert by R. J. Thompson [8].  Thompson’s 
presentation explicitly separates the fluid velocity into a “wind” vector and an acoustic 
perturbation although the pressure and density fields are not expanded.  In this treatment 
the characteristics and bicharacteristics for the complete set of equations of 
hydrodynamics is discussed.  Thus the approach presented here is more general than 
those of past authors.  In particular it is shown that the characteristics of the full field 
equations are identical to the null geodesic of a Lorentzian manifold similar to that 
studied in general relativity.     
 The equations of hydrodynamics consists of the continuity equation and Euler’s 
equation, 
 
                                                                                       (1) 0=⋅∇+∇⋅+∂ υρρυρ vvvvt
 
 01 =∇+∇⋅+∂ pt
vvvvv
ρυυυ ,                                                                                     (2) 
 
where p is the fluid pressure, υv  the fluid velocity and ρ  the fluid density.  In addition it 
is assumed that the fluid obeys an equation of state )( pρρ =  with   defining the 
local sound speed.  Using the equation of state in Euler’s equation, equation 2, leads to 
the following set of four partial differential equation for the four fields 
2−=′ cρ
ρ , υv  
 
                                                                                    (5) 02 =⋅∇+∇⋅+∂ υρυ vvvv cppt
 
 01 =Φ∇+∇+∇⋅+∂ vvvvvv pt ρυυυ ,                                                                             (6) 
 
where  is a potential due to external forces such as gravity acting on the fluid.  
Equations 5 and 6 will be used as the starting point for the derivation of the 
characteristics and bicharacteristics of this system.  Equations 5 and 6 are a system of 
first order quasi-linear partial differential equations.  The characteristic matrix for the set 
of equations is 
Φ
 
 
 ,                                                                                          (7) ( )
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
∇
∇
×
− ϕϕρ
ϕρϕ
D
cD T
33
1
2
1
v
v
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where  and ( )∇⋅+∂≡ vvυtD ( )zyxT ∂∂∂≡∇v  is a short hand notation for a row vector 
with entries equal to the components of the gradient.   
The characteristic conditions is satisfied be setting the determinant of the matrix 
equal to zero leading to,  
 
 ( ) ( )( ) 0222 =∇⋅∇−= ϕϕϕϕ vvcDDQ .                                                                     (8) 
 
Each term in equation 8 defines a partial Hamintonian for the system of equations and 
may be treated separately.  Defining ( )21 ϕDH =  and ( )( )ϕϕϕ ∇⋅∇−= vv222 cDH  one set 
of characteristics is determined by 
 
 ,                                                                                          (9) 02 =∂∂= ϕϕ νµµνgH
 
where the contravariant metric tensor   has been introduced with , 
, , with 
µνg 200 −−= cg
i
ig µ−=0 jiijijg µµδ −= cυµ vv ≡ defining the local Mock number, or in matrix 
form 
 
 ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−
−−≡
ijjij
i
cc
g υυδυ
υµν
22
11 .                                                                          (10) 
 
The corresponding covariant metric tensor given by  
 
                                                                                      (11) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
−+−=
jij
icg δυ
υυ
µν
22
 
is the inverse of equation 10, .  A factor of  has been removed from 
equation… for simplicity but otherwise having no effect on the geometry of the curves 
defined by equation….  This reflects the well known fact that ray theory, more generally 
the bi-characteristic geometry, is immune to the acoustical impedance of the fluid.  The 
bi-characteristics, which are identified with the curves in space–time along which energy 
is propagated, or with the rays of the system, are given by a set of trajectories in space 
time.  Defining a parameter 
ν
µ
αν
µα δ=gg 2cρ
λ  along these curves, their tangent vectors are related to 
ϕµ∂  by the equation  
 
 ϕλ ν
µν
µ
∂= g
d
dx .                                                                                                   (12) 
 
The characteristic and the bi-characteristic curves obey a set of ordinary first order 
differential equations determined by the characteristic condition .  Replacing 02 =H
ϕµµ ∂≡p  in  the equations for the system are  2H
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  ν
µν
µ
µ
λ pgp
H
d
dx =∂
∂= 2
2
1 ,                                                                                      (13) 
 
 αβµβαµ
µ
λ gppx
H
d
dp ∂−=∂
∂−=
2
1
2
1 2 .                                                                     (14) 
 
Equation 13 simply relates the velocity of the bicharacteristic to the wave-front gradient 
which is identified here with the conjugate momentum to the variable  and may be 
inverted using equation 11 to yield , where 
µx
ν
µνµ xgp &= λνν ddxx ≡& .  In equation 14 the 
derivative of the contravariant metric can be replaced by the derivatives of the covariant 
metric by differentiating , thus combining equations 13 and 14 leads to the 
following equation for the bicharacteristics, 
ν
µ
αν
µα δ=gg
 
 { } 02
2
1
2
2
=∂−∂+ λλλ
βα
αβννβα
µν
µ
d
dx
d
dxggg
d
xd ,                                                   (15) 
 
which is precisely the equation for the geodesics of a differentiable manifold M with 
metric defined by equation 11.  From equation 13 and the characteristic condition it 
follows that the bicharacteristics of equation 5 and 6 are equivalent to the null geodesics 
defined by the metric tensor and its inverse, equations 11 and 10.   Equation 15 is 
equivalent to the Euler – Lagrange equations derived from an action of the form, ∫ λLd  
with .   νµ
νµ
µν xpxxgL &&& =≡
 In practice one distinguishes between bulk fluid motion and acoustic disturbances 
propagating within the bulk describing each separately.  To describe acoustics in the 
presence of background fluid motion all fields in the problem are written in the form 
vw vvv +=υ , 10 ppp +=  and 10 ρρρ +=  where wv ,  and 0p 0ρ  are the velocity, pressure 
and density of the fluid medium and vv ,  and 1p 1ρ  are contributions due to acoustic 
phenomenon.  In the following treatment of the problem it is assumed that the 
perturbations are weak, leading to a linear theory for the propagation of sound.  No 
restriction is placed on the state equation for the background fluid motion while the 
acoustic fluctuations are assumed to obey the adiabatic condition,  where 1
2
1 pc
−=ρ
0
2 pc ∂∂≡− ρ  defines the local sound speed.  The background fields are assumed to obey 
the equations of hydrodynamics; with body forces such as gravity are lumped together in 
the background equations, independently of the acoustic field.  Applying these 
assumptions to equations 1 and 2  
 { } { } { } 021011200* =+∇⋅+⋅∇+⋅∇++⋅∇+ −− DcpvwvDpcwD ρρρρρ vvvvvvvv             (16) 
 { } { } { } 0*110*0 =∇⋅++∇++∇+ wvwDpvDpwD vvvvvvvv ρρρρ                                      (17) 
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where ∇⋅+∂≡ vvυtD  as before, ∇⋅+∂≡
vvwD t*  following Thompson’s notation and the 
adiabatic assumption has been used to eliminate derivatives of 1ρ .  The first terms in 
equations 16 and 17 vanish by the assumption placed on the fluid motion leading to the 
equations for the acoustic fields.   
 { } { } 02*2102101* =+∇⋅+⋅∇+⋅∇+ −cDcpvcwpvpD ρρ vvvvvv                                    (18) 
 { } { } 00*121*0 =∇⋅++∇+ − wvwDpcpvD vvvvvv ρρ                                                        (19) 
 
where only linear terms in the acoustic field appear.  It is not assumed that the 
background quantities or there variations are small. 
The characteristic condition for equations 18 and 19 is determined only by the 
highest order differential operator appearing in the equations.  Let the four component 
vector  denote the field variables with  for i = 2, 3, 4 and , then 
equations 18 and 19 may be written in matrix form 
][iu i
i vu ≡][ 1]1[ pu ≡
 
0][)1( =⋅+ uMuL                                                                                                (20) 
 
where  is a first order differential operator acting on u while M is an ordinary 
matrix acting on u.  In both cases these matrices depend on the background fields and the 
acoustic fields.  From equations 18 and 19 the explicit form of  and M are  
][)1( LL
][)1( LL
 ( )
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
∇
∇=
×
*
033
2
0
*
)1(
1 D
cDL
T
ρ
ρv
v
                                                                                       (21) 
 
 ( )
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⊗∇
∇+⋅∇= −
−−
wwDc
cDwcM
T
vvv
vvv
0
*2
0
2*2
ρ
ρ                                                                     (22) 
 
where  represents a  matrix with components wv
v ⊗∇ 33× ji w∂ .  One can see by 
inspection that the first terms in equations 18 and 19 resemble equations 5 and 6 leading 
to the conclusion that the characteristic condition for acoustic perturbations in the 
presence of background fluid motion is given by equation 9, where the terms in the 
metric contain the background wv  instead of υv .  The fluid density factors out and may be 
dropped without loss of generality. 
 One may derive second order wave equations for the pressure and velocity field 
directly from equations 5 and 6.  Applying D to equation 5 after dividing through by 
, taking the divergence of equation 6 and taking the difference of the resulting 
equations leads to  
2cρ
 
011 12 =∆+∇⋅∇− pDpcD
vv
ρρ ,                                                                           (20) 
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while taking the gradient of equation 5 and applying D to equation 6 leads to 
 
02
2 =∆+⋅∇∇− vvvvv υρυρ cDD ,                                                                              (21) 
 
kjjk υυ ∂−∂≡∆1  and kk p υ∇−∂≡∆
vv
2 .   
The steps leading to equations 20 and 21 are similar to those taken in deriving a 
second order wave equation from Maxwell’s equations for the electromagnetic field 
tensor and the approach taken by White [7].  Applying the same procedure to equation 18 
and 19 leads to a similar result for the linear acoustic field in the presence of background 
motion. 
 
0~11 11
0
1
*
2
0
* =∆+
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ∇⋅∇− ppD
c
D
vv
ρρ ,                                                             (21) 
 { 0} ~ 220*0* =∆+⋅∇∇− vvvvv vcvDD ρρ ,                                                                     (22) 
 
( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛+∇⋅+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛⋅∇−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅∇≡∆ −2*
0
1*
0
**
2
0
1
2
0
1*
1 ln
~ cDpDvDwD
c
pw
c
pD ρρρρ
vvvvvv  
         ( ) kjjkkk wvwv ∂∂−∇⋅∂− vv  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) kk wpvcwpwDDwvD ∇∂−∇⋅∇−⋅∇∇−+∇⋅≡∆ vvvvvvvvvvvv 1021*1*0*2~ ρρρ .   
 
The equation for the Eikonal in the high frequency limit of linear acoustics, like that for 
the bi-characteristics, comes from the highest order derivatives.  The terms 1
~∆  and 2
~∆v  
contain only the field variables and first order derivatives.  The high frequency plane 
wave approximation is defined by taking 0→α ,  and  with αϕαπ /1 iep = αϕασ /iev vv =
⋅⋅⋅++≡ 10 απππα , ⋅⋅⋅++≡ 10 σασσα vvv .  Inserting these expansions for the field 
variables and collecting all terms of order  leads to the following Eikonal equation in 
matrix form. 
2−α
 
0
0
0
0
02 =⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡−
σ
π
v
B
H T
                                                                                          (23) 
 
where  is defined in equations 8 and 9 and 2H ( 2*332 1 ϕϕϕ DcB ×−∇⊗∇≡ )v .  Defining 
 for the block diagonal matrix in equation 23, the condition for the 
existence of a non trivial solution to equation 23, 
BHQ ⊕−≡ 2
0detdet 2 =−= BHQ , leads to the 
condition  
 ( ) ( )( ) 022*2* =∇⋅∇−= ϕϕϕϕ vvcDDQ .                                                               (24) 
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Equations 21 and 22 represent a linear approximation which takes into account the 
interaction of acoustic waves with the background fluid motion and is quite a bit more 
involved than the results obtained by the relativity community, [5], [6].  Finally, by 
inspection of the terms 1
~∆  and 2
~∆v , one sees that they may be set to zero in the limit of a 
slowly varying environment since every term contains derivatives of the background 
fluid variables.  This leads to a decoupling of the equations, 
 
011 1
0
1
*
2
0
* ≈∇⋅∇− ppD
c
D
vv
ρρ ,                                                                         (25) 
 
020
*
0
* ≈⋅∇∇− vcvDD vvvv ρρ .                                                                                (26) 
 
Most discussions on wave mechanics begin with a second order partial 
differential equation like equation 25.  It is clear that the original equations must govern 
the behavior of the system in all situations.  
 In general geodesics are curves of “optimal” length, either minimizing or 
maximizing the length between two points of M.  These curves may also be described as 
curves that parallel transport their velocity vector, referred to as auto-parallel.  The 
condition for auto-parallelism on a differentiable manifold with a metric compatable 
torsion free connection is , where defines 
the covariant derivative of a contravariant vector  along the direction 
0=νµµ TDT βααβννµµνµµ ATATADT Γ+∂≡
νA µT  and 
 are the Christoffel symbols of the second kind.  In 
order to ensure that the geodesic, or auto-parallel, condition hold the parameter, 
( µνβµβννβµαβµνα gggg ∂−∂+∂≡Γ2 )
λ , 
defined along the curve must be chosen to be an affine parameter.  If an other arbitrary 
parameterization is used the auto-parallel condition will generalize to , 
where 
νν
µ
µ σTTDT =
σ  is an arbitrary scalar function defined along the curve.  This looser condition 
makes the transported tangent vector “parallel” to the tangent of the curve at the new 
point allowing a change in magnitude, whereas the auto-parallel condition requires the 
transported tangent vector to be identical to the tangent vector at the new point along the 
curve.  The relation between affine parameterization and parallel transport are well 
discussed in the literature on differential geometry and general relativity.  In particular for 
geodesics on Riemannian manifolds, manifolds that are locally Euclidian, arc length may 
always be used as an affine parameter.  For Lorentzian manifolds, a generalization of 
Riemannian manifold where the space locally resembles Minkowski space introduced in 
special relativity, curves may have positive, negative or zero length.  If the time direction 
is chosen to be negative (as in this paper) then curves with negative length are called time 
like, curves with positive length are called space like and curves with zero length are 
called null, or light like.  Hence, space like curves may be arc length parameterized and 
each time like curve may be parameterized by a standard internal time, identified in 
general relativity as the proper time of an observer whose world line coincides with the 
particular time like curve.  Clearly for null curves arc length cannot be used as a 
parameter.  In such cases one imposes the strict form of the auto-parallel condition and 
the null constraint thus defining the parameter as affine with no physical significance 
attached.  
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The surface of constant time )(),(
0
xtx tt
vv ϕϕ ≡=  generated by taking a constant 
time cross section of the four dimensional eikonal is referred to as a phase surface or 
wave front (from here on a wave front is a surface of equal time and “in phase” is taken 
to mean equal time of flight).  The metric given in equation 11 leads to the null constraint 
.  From this null constraint one can derive the following 
constraint on 
2
00 02
i j i
ij ig dt g dx dx g dtdx+ + 0=
dtxdv  
 
 0
00 00
2
i j i
ij ig gdx dx dx
g dt dt g dt
+ 1= − .                                                                              (27) 
 
For the metric given in equation 11, equation 27 states that the ray velocity relative to the 
moving fluid equals the local sound speed ( ) ( ) 2cdtxddtxd =−⋅− υυ vvvv  (see figure 1).  
An equation for dtxdv  can be derived from equation 15 by writing the equations for time 
and space separately. 
 
 02 0002
2
=Γ+Γ+Γ+ λλλλλλλ d
dt
d
dx
d
dt
d
dt
d
dx
d
dx
d
xd i
i
kk
ji
ij
k
k
                                      (28) 
 
 02 0000002
2
=Γ+Γ+Γ+ λλλλλλλ d
dt
d
dx
d
dt
d
dt
d
dx
d
dx
d
td i
i
ji
ij                                         (29) 
 
Changing the parameter along the ray from λ  to t leads to, 
 
 ( ) 02 0002
22
2
2
=Γ+Γ+Γ++
dt
dx
dt
dx
dt
dx
dt
dx
ddt
dtd
dt
xd i
i
kk
ji
ij
k
kk
λ
λ                              (30) 
 
 ( ) 02 0000002
22
=Γ+Γ+Γ+
dt
dx
dt
dx
dt
dx
ddt
dtd i
i
ji
ijλ
λ                                                   (31) 
 
Using equation 31 to replace the second term in equation 30 gives 
 
 
dt
dx
dt
dx
dt
dx
dt
dx
dt
xd ki
i
ji
ij
k
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ Γ+Γ+Γ− 0000002
2
2  
            02 000 =Γ+Γ+Γ+
dt
dx
dt
dx
dt
dx i
i
kk
ji
ij
k                                              (32) 
 
Substitution of the metric in equation one leads to the following for the Christoffel 
symbols.  
 
 ij
ji
S
c
cd 200
0
2
ln υυυ +=Γ − v                                                                                   (33a) 
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 ij
j
ii Sc
c 20
0
2
ln υ−∂=Γ                                                                                        (33b) 
 
 ( jkikkijijjiitii Scccccd υυδυωυυυ υ −−−∂+∂−= − 2200 221lnΓ v )                      (33c) 
 
 jk
ki
ijj
i
j
i S
c
c 20 22
1lnΓ υυωυ −+∂=                                                                     (33d) 
 
 ij
k
ij
k
ij
k S
c 2
0
2
υυ =Γ=Γ                                                                                       (33e) 
 
Expressions for the Christoffel symbols involving spatial derivatives of the fluid velocity 
have been reduced as far as possible to terms involving the quantities such as the fluid 
vorticity ijjiij υυω ∂−∂≡  and fluid shear and compression tensor ijjiijS υυ ∂+∂≡ .  
This reduction is natural from a physical point of view as effects due to fluid vorticity etc 
become obvious.  Similar expression may be found for the Christoffel symbols of the first 
kind which are needed later in calculations of the covariant Riemann tensor. 
 Using the reduced Christoffel symbols and after some algebra the equation for the 
3 dimensional ray paths as a function of time becomes 
 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )crcdxxxS
c
xx kkjjiiij
kk
k ln2ln
2 2
∇⋅+−+−−−= −
v&v&&&&&& vυυυυυ  
                     ( ) ( ) jkjkjjjkjkk Sxcc υωυωυ −+−−∂−∂+ 21t &                                            (34) 
 
where  and ˆk kr x e=v& & ∇⋅−∂=−
vv
v υυ td , the directional derivative along υv− , are introduced 
simply as a convenient shorthand. 
 Equation 34 may be converted to an equation for the wave front gradient through 
the identification  and can be used to determine either the evolution of  or .  
Various forms of equation 34 appear in the literature parameterized by the three 
dimensional arclength s.  In arclength parameterization the ray equation takes on the 
standard form of a unit speed curve in E
υv&v −≡ xnc ˆ x&v nˆ
3, allowing for the identification of ray curvature 
and torsion, concepts familiar to the study of regular curves embedded in 3E .  
 
II. 2  GEODESIC DEVIATION, AFFINE PARAMETERIZATION  
 Given a specific solution to equation 15, labeled )(λγ F  and called a fiducial ray, 
the behavior of neighboring geodesics is governed by the Jacobi equation, 
 
 ( ) 0
)(2
2
=+ νλγβαανβµ
µ
λ YTTRd
YD                                                                        (35) 
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where, αT  is the tangent to the affine parameterized geodesic )(λγ F .  The specific 
solution )(λγ F  is used as a reference curve for tracing geodesics within a neighborhood 
of )(λγ F .  The coordinates of the fiducial geodesic are labeled  and the coordinates of 
the neighboring geodesic .  The components of the Riemann curvature, 
, and the covariant Riemann tensor, , are given in a coordinate basis by 
µ
Fx
µµµ Yxx FN +=
ανβµR µανβR
 
 ,                                          (36) ανλλβµαβλλνµανµβαβ
µ
νανβ
µ ΓΓ−ΓΓ+Γ∂−Γ∂=R
 
 { } { } { } { }µνρµβρανµαβµ αβρανρβνµανβ ;;;; Γ−Γ+∂−∂=R ,                           (37) 
 
respectively.  The Jacobi field µY , also referred to as the geodesic deviation vector, 
measures the local separation of neighboring geodesics relative to a chosen reference 
geodesic for equal values of λ .  Equation 35 is a special case of a more general deviation 
equation for which µY  is constrained by , i.e. the deviation vector is held 
orthogonal to the geodesic [19], and is identical to the second variation of the action 
leading to equation 15.  Consequently, this field determines both the stability of the 
solutions to the geodesic equation and provides estimates of solutions when the geodesic 
flow is determined to be stable.  Equation 35 is converted into an ordinary differential 
equation in 
0=µννµ gTY
λ  by introducing a non rotating, pseudo-orthonormal, frame field along 
)(λγ F .  Following the notation in Hawking et al [12], let µT  serve as one of the 
coordinate directions then choose a second null vector, , satisfying the condition 
, as the second basis vector.  To complete the local geodesic coordinate 
basis two space-like directions,  and , satisfying the conditions , 
 and  for I, J = 1, 2 are introduced.  The two null vectors define a 
time-like direction 
µL
1−=µννµ gTL
α
1e
β
2e 0=αα IeT
0=αα IeL IJJI ee δαα =
( υv11
c
Et = )  that is orthogonal to the two-dimensional space-like 
hyper-surface Ieˆ  at all points in space-time.  After defining this pseudo-orthonormal 
basis at an initial point on )(λγ F  the basis is parallel transported along )(λγ F  to define a 
new basis at each point by solving the parallel transport equation. 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 0ˆˆˆ =Γ+= νµµναααµµ λ III eTd
edeDT                                                            (38) 
 
An important consequence of this construction is that the deviation vector points 
in four-dimensional space-time from the fiducial geodesic, )(λγ F  to a point on a 
neighboring geodesic, )(λγ N , with the same value of affine parameter λ  and the 
deviation vector will not necessarily remain “in phase” with the fiducial ray path in the 
traditional sense of the term.  This does not pose any problems in the geometric 
description of neighboring curves since the Jacobi field simply maps out the local space-
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time geometry in a tube surrounding )(λγ F  without prejudice to any coordinate, time 
being just another coordinate in the four dimensional geometric paradigm (see figure 2).  
To ensure that neighboring rays are emitted from the source at the same time as 
the fiduciary ray the initial space-like basis is chosen to be purely spatial in the 
coordinate frame, ( )  and the initial deviation ( )II ee ˆ0ˆ =µ ( )00 0 YY v=µ  is chosen to lie 
along one of the initial basis vectors.  Even though the initial basis vectors are chosen 
such that ( )  and ( )II ee ˆ0ˆ =µ ( ) 0ˆ =−⋅ υvvteI , upon propagation along the geodesic )(λγ  
the vectors Ieˆ  will pick up time components and the purely spatial portion will not in 
general remain parallel to the three dimensional surface of equal time (see figure 3).   
 Projected into the non rotating pseudo-orthonormal basis equation 35 is reduced 
to the linear second order equation, 
 
 02
2
=+ JIJI YKd
Yd
λ                                                                                                 (39) 
 
with, , and the curvature matrix  is introduced, sum 
over J = 1, 2 is implied in equation 39.  The paraxial ray tracing procedure is now 
constructed by taking equations 15, 38 and 39 together as a single system.   
β
αβ
α YgeY II ˆ= νµβαµανβ JIIJ eeTTRK ˆˆ≡
The covariant Riemann tensor components in a Cartesian coordinate basis derived 
from the metric in equation 11 are listed below. 
 
 ( )njmiijmnnimj SSSScR −= 241                                                                                (40) 
 
 ( ) ( )cScSSSR jikkijijkikjikj lnln21210 ∂−∂+∂−∂=  
            ( knijjnikknijjnikn SSSSSSc ωωυ −+−+ 24 )                                                   (41) 
 
( ) cSccSSR tijjiinjinjnijtji ln21212100 ∂+∂∂+∂+∂−∂−= ωυ  
           ( )imjmjmimjmimjminmn SSSSSSc ωωυυ ++−+ 414 2                              
           ( cScScS nijjinijnn lnlnln2 ∂−∂+∂+ )υ                                                      (42) 
 
Other relevant terms may be calculated using the symmetries of the Riemann tensor, 
. µνβανµαβαβµνµναβ RRRR −=−==
 
II. 3.  GEODESIC DEVIATION, TIME PARAMETRIZATION 
Using the metric given in equation 11 along with the null constraint it is a straight 
forward matter to show that the four dimensional orthogonality relation  0ˆ =µννµ geT I
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implies the relation ( ) ( ) 0ˆˆ 00 =−⋅− Tteet II vvv υ  and with a little algebra one can show that 
the normalization condition   implies 1ˆˆ =µννµ gee II 1ˆˆ 0 =− II ete v  with respect to the 
ordinary dot product in three dimensional space, where in both cases the null constraint is 
used.  Hence the three dimensional vector dtdxeee kI
k
I
k 0ˆˆ~ −≡  is tangent to the wave 
front everywhere along the ray, 0~ˆ =⋅ en , and obeys the three dimensional orthonormality 
condition as it is propagated along the ray.  (The set of vectors Ie~  is referred to here as 
an auxiliary basis.)  Once the full deviation  is calculated the equal time 
deviation vector 
µµµ
2211 ˆˆ eYeYY +=( ) ( )02220111 ˆˆˆˆ~ eteYeteYY kkkkk −+−=  may be constructed with the result that 
2
2
2
1
~ YYYYY +== µµ , (see figure 4).    
 Expanding equation 38 into a sum over individual components of the Riemann 
tensor only terms of the form  arise, where the second rank antisymmetric 
tensor  is defined.  The tensor, , is parallel transported along 
any geodesic, (this follows from the fact that 
νβαανβµ ITR Λ
µννµµν
III eTeT ˆˆ −≡Λ µνIΛ
µT  and  are parallel transported that any 
higher order tensor constructed from them is parallel transported as well), and naturally 
describes the three dimensional wave front embedded in three dimensional Euclidian 
space.  The mixed (time-space) components of the tensor, 
ν
Ieˆ
( )( ) kIIkkIIkkIkI eTedtdxeTeTeT ~ˆˆˆˆ 000000 =−=−=Λ , are clearly proportional to the local 
tangent vectors on the wave front, i.e. the auxiliary basis defined earlier while the pure 
space components, iI
kk
I
ik
I
kk
I
iik
I eTeTeTeT ~~ˆˆ −=−=Λ , are equal to the components of 
the cross product IeT ~×
v
 in three dimensions.  The transport equation for  is, µνIΛ
 
 0=ΛΓ+ΛΓ+Λ µβααβνβνααβµµνλ III TTd
d .                                                      (43) 
 
Either of equations 38 or 43 may be used to determine the basis along the ray.  When the 
free index appearing in the deviation equation, equation 35, is summed over the internal 
basis the second terms reduces to  αβµνµναβ JIIJ RK ΛΛ=4 .
 The auxiliary basis naturally frames the wave front and is a generalization of the 
wave front basis already employed in paraxial techniques used in Seismology.  Equation 
43 tracks six fields, counting indices in four dimensions.  It is clear from the definition of 
 that there are only three degrees of freedom in equation 43.  By separating equation 
43 into individual components the following transport equation for the wave front basis 
µν
IΛ
k
Ie~  in 
3E  may be derived   
 
 { 0~2
2
1~ =∂−−+ iIikjijkkikI ecnSnnedt
d ω }                                                        (46) 
 
for the wave front basis as a function of time evaluated along the ray in 3E .  By 
symmetry the second term in 46 may be written  
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 ( jjkiki ncns ˆ2ˆ21 ×∇+×+×∇≡Ω )
vvvv υε ,                                                            (47) 
 
with , which makes the identification of equation 46 with an infinitesimal 
three dimensional rotation in 
jkjk Sns ≡
3E  apparent.  A similar first order equation for the 
evolution of the wave front normal may be derived from the ray equation using the 
definition υvv += nct ˆ ,  
 
 0ˆˆ =Ω+ ikik nndt
d .                                                                                           (48) 
 
In principle all transport equations have solutions in terms of path ordered integrals 
involving the SO(3) generator evaluated along the ray.  In practice these are not known in 
closed form.  However assuming that the ray equation has been solved either analytically 
or numerically the normal  is known allowing one to reduce the problem to a two 
dimensional rotation about the wave front normal followed by an application two Euler 
matrices to orient the basis along the ray path. 
nˆ
 Choosing the initial basis to match a global Cartesian coordinate basis 
kjieen =)0(~)0(~)0(ˆ 21  the rotation matrix taking  may be found 
explicitly.  
nn ˆ)0(ˆ →
 The action of this sequence on the initial basis vectors, interpreted as an active 
transformation on the initial values )0(~)0(ˆ Ien , is denoted )()()( αθϕ RRRU = .  The 
rotation )(αR  has a block diagonal form rR ⊕= 1)(α , where r is a two dimensional 
rotation about the x–axis of the global coordinate system.  Equation 49 leads to the 
following differential equation for r. 
 
 0~ =+ r
dt
dr
xσω                                                                                                (50) 
 
where  and ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −=
01
10
xσ 22~
yx
yzxxzy
nn
nn
+
Ω−Ω≡ω .  A closed form solution to equation 50 
may be found,  
 
                                                                                       (51) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −= αα
αα
cossin
sincos
r
 
where ∫= dtγωα ~  with the integrand evaluated along the specific ray path in space,  
evaluation of the solution requires a full solution to the ray equation. 
Changing variables from λ  to t in the first term of equation 39, recognizing that 
the second term may be written ( ) ( ) IJJIIJ KTeettRTK ~ˆˆ 2020 ≡= νµβαµανβ  and using 
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equation 31 leads to the following equation for the deviation vector along )(tFγ as a 
function of coordinate time 
 
 0~2
2
=+− IIJJJ YKdt
dY
dt
Yd κ ,                                                                                 (52) 
 
with  and mmnmmn ttt 000000 2Γ+Γ+Γ≡κ ( ) νµνµνµνµ JInnnmnmIJ eetRttRRK ˆˆ2~ 000 ++= .  It is 
understood that the expressions in equation 52 that involve the Christoffel symbols and 
the Riemann tensor are evaluated along the ray path )(tFγ , being expressed as functions 
of time.  The paraxial ray tracing system introduced in the last section may now be cast in 
a more tractable form by taking equations 34, 46 and 52 to form the system of paraxial 
ray equations.  The deviation vector produced by this procedure tracks rays that are in 
phase with respect to the central ray in the system and tracks them all in true coordinate 
time.   
 
II.4    INITIAL CONDITIONS, MAPPING OF NIEGHBORING RAYS AND 
          BEAM DEFORMATION 
 The components of the equal time deviation vector IY
~  approximate a small 
element of arc length within the Eikonal surface in the Ie~  direction.  The initial value of 
the deviation may be chosen arbitrarily.  The initial value of  may also be chosen 
arbitrarily and is related to the values of the physical parameters that describe the 
environment.  In modeling the evolution of a wave front the initial geometry is assumed 
known, hence it is desirable to express  in terms of known quantities.  By definition 
,  and 
IY&
0IY&
µµµ Yxx FN += µµµ FN xxY &&& −= ( )FFFFF ncddtdxd υλλ vv += ˆ//  with a similar 
expression for the neighboring ray,  being a short hand notation for the local 
sound speed evaluated at a point on the fiduciary ray (with similar expressions for all 
other quantities evaluated along the ray).  At the initial wave front 
)( µFF xcc ≡
00 NF
tt =  by choice 
and the initial rates may chosen such that 
00
λλ ddtddt NF = .  Denoting this common 
initial rate of the time coordinate by the constant β  the initial velocity of the deviation 
vector becomes ( FNFFNN ncncY υυβ )vv&v −+−= ˆˆ0 , all quantities being evaluated at the 
same λ  but along different rays.  In terms of time parameterization 
FNFFNN ncncdtYd υυ vvv −+−= ˆˆ/ 0 , and the initial deviation velocity for two rays with a 
common initial position ncdtYd ˆ/ 00 ∆=
v
, where FN nnn ˆˆˆ −≡∆  with both terms being 
evaluated at the same point in space.  The quantity nˆ∆  determines the initial shape of the 
wave front whereas all other quantities are assumed to be given (see figure 5). 
 The initial values of  may be expressed in terms of .  By explicitly 
differentiating the expression  making use of equation 38, the explicit for of 
the Christoffel symbols, and the results of the last paragraph the following expressions 
for the initial values of  are derived, 
IY& µ0Y&
µ
µ
II eYY ˆ=
IY&
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0
0
0 2
1ˆ
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ += kii
k
k
I
I Y
d
dYe
d
dY ωλβλ                                                                   (53) 
 
where all values are taken at the initial point along )(λγ F  and 0/ λddY k  is given in the 
previous paragraph in terms of data at the initial point along both )(λγ F  and )(λγ N .  
Dividing by β  in equation 46 gives the appropriate initial values for .  Given a 
specific choice of initial wave front geometry at a specific position in space time equation 
41 gives the appropriate initial conditions for 
dtdYI /
λddYI /  or . dtdYI /
 Two points, P and Q, along a geodesic )(λγ  are said to be conjugate if there 
exists a nontrivial Jacobi vector along )(λγ  that vanishes at both P and Q.  Intuitively 
caustics, or focal points, along a ray may be identified with points where .  To be 
more explicit the deviation vector is expressed as a function of the initial conditions 
, where  is a short hand notation referring to the set of 
initial conditions along the i-th neighboring ray to 
0=µY
)()),(;( 00 iaYYYY λλ ≡& iaYY ≡),( 00 &
)(λγ F  and coordinate indices are 
suppressed.  If the initial conditions of the family of neighboring rays are close to those 
of the fiduciary ray (which is necessarily true) then a caustic point along )(λγ F  is 
determined by .  It may happen that two different neighboring rays, say 0)( =iaYλ
)(
1
λγ N  and )(2 λγ N , with similar initial conditions meet without ever encountering 
)(λγ F .  If the two sets of initial conditions are close to each other a caustic is determined 
by the condition .   )()( 21 aYaY λλ =
 In general conjugate points will exist when the curvature in the µµ YT ,  plane is 
positive definite.  This can be seen by projecting the components of Riemann into the 
µµ YT ,  plane which leads to the standard quadratic form for the sectional curvature 
.  If the curvature is positive definite in every plane containing the ray tangent 
then neighboring rays from a common source point in all directions tend to converge and 
a three dimensional ray bundle will focus, forming caustics periodically.  If the curvature 
is zero or negative everywhere along the ray then neighboring rays from a common 
source point will tend to eventually diverge.  (If 
JIIJ YYK
00 ≠Y  then the initial shape of the wave 
front may cause the formation of a caustic independently of the focusing properties of the 
medium, as happens with light reflected from a concave surface in Euclidian space).  The 
conditions ,  and  along 011 >K 022 >K 0det >IJK )(λγ  are necessary and sufficient for 
the quadratic form, , to be positive definite. JIIJ YYK
Applying the conjugate point theorems of differential geometry [13] if upper and 
lower bounds exist such that  along some segment of the ray then 
the period of affine parameter between consecutive conjugate points satisfies 
21 ),ˆ,,ˆ( kTYTYRk ≤≤
12 kTk ππ ≤≤ .  If the sectional curvature is zero or negative everywhere along 
)(λγ F  then neighboring rays will eventually diverge (a single caustic may form if the 
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initial region is concave but otherwise one does not expect the periodic development of 
focal points further down stream).  In situations where a ray may enter convergence and 
divergence zones occasionally one can not conclude from checking the Riemann tensor 
whether conjugate points will occur and how frequently.   
By tracing  for fixed t and all values of initial conditions, a picture of the 
beam cross section at any later time may be constructed.  The area of the planar cross 
section is calculated using 
),(~ iatY
∫ ×= )(~)(~21)( tYdtYtA , where Y  and ~ Yd ~  may be expressed 
in terms of  and  (see figure 6).   When the acoustic energy contained within a ray 
bundle remains constant the acoustic intensity at any point along the ray in inversely 
proportional to the cross sectional area of the ray bundle.  Defining the differential area 
element 
ia ida
ndAYdY ˆ~~ =×  leads to 00 )ˆˆ()ˆˆ( tndAtndAII tt ⋅⋅= , where t  is a unit vector 
tangent to the ray path.   
ˆ
 
III     APPLICATION TO LAYERED MEDIA, GENERAL SOLUTION 
 To find an explicit expression for the deviation vector the tangent of the fiduciary 
ray and the basis vectors along the ray must be known at every point.  For two 
dimensional problems involving layered media it is always possible to find closed form 
expressions for these quantities thus making the reduction of equation 39 to an ordinary 
linear differential equation in one variable possible.  To achieve this, the explicit form of 
the geodesic equation, equation 15 is abandoned in favor of a set of first order equations 
derived from identifying isometries of the metric tensor. 
 The presence of a cyclic coordinate in the metric, labeled , leads to a 
conservation law for the corresponding momentum or conjugate variable, 
Cx
 
 0=== λ
ξ
λλ
β
αβ
αβ
β
d
Tgd
d
Tdg
d
dp CCC                                                                       (54) 
 
where  is the Killing vector in the direction of the  coordinate curves [15].  (The 
statement “…presence of a cyclic coordinate, ” is equivalent to the absence of that 
coordinate from the metric altogether). 
αξC Cx
Cx
 The ray equations are derived in three dimensions then reduced to the two 
dimensional case later.  Specializing to a time independent environment with Killing 
vector  leads to the conservation law (1 0tαξ = v )
 
 ( ) 022 κλυλυ =⋅−−− drdddtc
vv .                                                                               (55) 
 
Traditionally this is associated with the energy of the particle and for the metric signature 
in equation 11 0κ  is negative (from here on 00 >κ  and an overall minus sign is dropped 
from equation 55).  Next, consider the problem of a layered medium where c and υv  
depend on only one coordinate, say z.  There are two more conserved currents, which 
may be thought of as components of the ray’s translational momentum.  With x the 
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second cyclic coordinate the Killing vector ( )0 1 0 0xαξ =  leads to the corresponding 
conservation law, 
 
 1κυλλ =−
x
d
dt
d
dx ,                                                                                                (56) 
 
and an identical expression existing for the y component of momentum with all 
occurrences of x changed to y in equation 56 along with the definition of the conserved 
current 2κ .  Imposing the null constraint on the components of the tangent vector leads 
to, 
 
 ,                                                                            (57) ( ) 0222 =−+⋅+− tztc z &&vv& υκκ
 
 
where the following notation has been introduced, ji ˆˆ 21 κκκ +≡v  and  are 
both 
ji yxT ˆˆ υυυ +≡v
3E  vectors.  Equation 57 may be further reduced by applying equation 55 to give 
 ( tztc zzT &&vv& υυκυκ −−⋅−= 02 )                                                                              (58) 
 
Equations 57 and 58 yield the following differential equations for the depth and travel 
time  
 
( ) ( )22220 11 zT ccz βκκυκ −−⋅−±= vv&                                                                 (59) 
 
( ) ( )( )22
2222
00
1
1
z
zTzT
c
c
t β
βκκυκβκυκ
−
−−⋅−⋅−=
vvmvv&                                              (60) 
 
where czz υβ ≡ , the vertical rapidity, has been introduced.  Equation 60 may then be 
inserted into equation 57 to yield a set of first order differential relations for .   )(zx µ&
 Consider a medium with one dimensional fluid velocity of the form )()( zzx υυ ≡ .  
Rays, considered as curves in 3E , that are initially fired in the x – z plane do not turn out 
of their initial osculating plane, i.e. are torsion free, and constitute an effective two 
dimensional system (this follows from the fact that 00 222 =⇒== λκλ dydddy ).  
 Equations 48 through 50 lead to the following first order ordinary differential 
equations for the ray trajectory. 
 
( υακλ −= 120cd
dt )                                                                                                 (63) 
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 ( υα )υκακλ −+= 1200 cd
dx                                                                                   (64) 
 
 ( ) 2220 1 c
cd
dz αυακλ −−±=                                                                              (65) 
 
Differentiating equation 63 implies ( )ztcctc &&&& ′+′−= 212 υκ  while differentiation of 
equation 65 and use of the last result implies ( )ttccz &&&& ′+′−= υκ1 , where dot denotes 
differentiation with respect to λ .  It may be demonstrated that turning points in time are 
not allowed, as the relation 0/ =λddt  leads to the unphysical result , 
hence without loss of generality the condition 
0)/( 2 <λddz
0/ >λddt  may be placed on any ray in the 
system.  
 Equation 65 may be rearranged, ( ) ( )( ))()(/ 2122 cczc −−+−= υαυακ& , and the 
ray parameter determined from the equations of motion ( )0000 cos/cos θυθα +≡ c , 
where  and 0c 0υ  are the sound speed and fluid velocity at the initial position and 0θ  is 
the initial angle between the wave front normal and the x - axis.   
 The single basis vector for the eikonal, e~ , may be constructed by simply rotating 
the normal υvv −= dtrdnˆ  by 90± o in the x – z giving the following expressions for the 
components of the second rank antisymmetric tensor µνΛ , czxete x &&& ±=− 0ˆˆ  and 
czete z 1
0ˆˆ κm&& =−  and the useful relation cxez zx 0ˆˆ κ±=− &&e , which is derived from the 
identity iI
kk
I
ik
I
kk
I
i eTeTeTeT ~~ˆˆ −=−  the expressions for the auxiliary basis and the ray 
equations 63 through 65.  Thus the explicit form of the Christoffel symbols is 
unnecessary for determining the ray and its basis. 
 The Cartesian components of the covariant Riemann tensor derived from the 
acoustic metric and equation 37 are listed below. 
 
 ( )
4
2
2
00
υ′=−= xzxzxx RcR                                                                                     (66a) 
 
 ( )( υυυυ ′′−′+′′= ccc
c
R zxz 224
1 22
20 )                                                                (66b) 
 
 ( ) ( )( )222223200 443441 υυυυυυυ ′+′′−′′+′+′′−−= cccccccR zz                      (66c) 
 
 Using the basis vector  and the tangent  along µeˆ µµ xT &= )(λγ  the sectional 
curvature may be calculated by expanding 4αβµνµναβ ΛΛ= RK  explicitly to give  
 
 ( )( ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −−= 222
2
0 111
2
αυακ c
dz
d
cdz
d
c
K )                                                                (68) 
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for the sectional curvature.  The equation for the deviation vector reduces to a second 
order linear equation for a single scalar field, equation 69 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 011 2322
2
2
2
02
2
=
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ′′+−′′−′−−′′+ Yc
c
c
cccd
Yd ααυυαυααυυακλ .                (69) 
 
The last term simply states that c ′′  governs the focusing properties of a stationary 
medium with an inhomogeneous sound speed.  A ray propagating in a region with 0>′′c  
will eventually encounter conjugate points while rays propagating in regions where 
 will diverge from one another.  When the sound speed is constant the effects of 
fluid motion can be broken up into two terms, 
0<′′c
( ) ( )2121 ct κυυκ ′−′′& .  The second term is 
always negative, causing ray divergence.  In the first term  and the focusing effects 
are determined by the relative sign of 
0>t&
1κ  and υ ′′ .  This term will cause focusing of 
acoustic rays when 1κ  and υ ′′  are the same sign.  As a consequence a constant fluid 
velocity has no effect on the stability of neighboring rays while a fluid velocity with a 
constant gradient will interfere with the focusing caused by an inhomogeneous sound 
speed with . 0>′′c
A more interesting situation occurs when both  and c υ  depend on depth.  The 
remarks of the last paragraph still hold true with the addition of an extra term coupling 
the sound speed gradient to the fluid velocity gradient, ctc &1κυ ′′− , appearing in equation 
69.  This term is more difficult to interpret than the others contributing the curvature.  
Consider a simple situation in which a wave guide is created by a sound speed profile 
with  everywhere.  Above the waveguide axis 0>′′c 0>′c  while below the waveguide 
axis .  If the fluid motion is to the right and characterized by a uniform gradient 
then 
0<′c
0>′υ .  For acoustic rays fired to the right 01 >κ  resulting in a separation of 
neighboring rays above the wave guide axis and an enhanced convergence of rays below 
the waveguide axis.  When the background fluid motion is weak and slowly varying the 
leading order terms in equation 68 are ccc ′′+′′ 21210 κυκκ  indicating that the dominant 
effects are due to the concavity of the environmental parameters.   
Between turning points, 0≠z& , equation 69 may be converted into a differential 
equation in the variable z which in general reduces equation 69 to a single integral.  
Defining the variable cdzd =σ  and making use of equation 65 the sectional curvature 
may be written in a simple form  222 )(2 σdzcdK &−= .  Changing variables in the first 
term of equation 69 leads to the following general solution for the Jacobi field along any 
segment of the ray between consecutive turning points. 
 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ += ∫ 2331 cczcdzcczY && .                                                                                       (70) 
 
With constants c1 and c2 set to match the initial conditions of the deviation vector 
equation 70 may be integrated to yield a solution for Y along any segment of )(zFγ  
between consecutive turning points.  For cases when 0=z&  identically along the ray one 
cannot perform the change of variables from λ  to z and such cases must be treated 
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separately.  Equation 70 can be integrated in some cases to yield a closed form solution 
and may always be estimated by numerical integration.  For the case of layered stationary 
media equation 70 becomes 
 
( ) ⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧ +−−= ∫ 22/322122 11 cc
cdzccY αα  .  
 
 Rays with 0=α  have special significance in the linear case, acting as asymptotes 
for the other rays in the system [Kornhauser].  When 0=α  equations 63 and 65 may be 
solved by inspection to yield ct λκ 0=  and 0zctz +±= .  Equation 64 reduces to 
)(ztx υ&& = , which states )(zdtdx υ=  along the ray.  By a change of variables x(z) 
dzzdx )(µ±= , which may be integrated to yield ∫±= dzzxx )(0 µ .  These results 
generalize the special case considered by Kornhauser, which predicts for the linear case a 
special ray  that acts as an asymptote for rays that do not have turning points in the 
z direction.  Finally, equation 68 reduces to K = 0 along the ray 
2~ zx
0=α , hence the Jacobi 
field for this case reduces to . 00 YYY += λ&
 
III.2  LINEAR VELOCITY PROFILE 
 For a linear fluid velocity profile, Lcz /=υ  and c = constant, the second term of 
equation 68 vanishes and 221 LK κ−= .  The deviation equation may be integrated to 
yield ( ) )cosh()sinh( 00 λλ KYKKYY += & .  Hence neighboring rays with the same 
initial position will diverge at a rate of ( ) )/sinh( 10 caKYY λκ&=  with respect to the 
affine parameter.  The ray coordinates may also be solved in this case.  Defining a new 
dimensionless variables along the ray 1)/( −≡ Lczαζ , Ltc ατ 2≡ , Lx /≡ξ , 
Lλκσ 1≡  and the new ray parameter αβ c≡ equations 63 through 65 may be 
integrated to yield 
 
 ( )ϕσβζ −= cosh                                                                                                (71) 
 
 ( ) 0sinh A−−= ϕσβτ                                                                                          (72) 
 
 ( )( ) ϕσϕσββσξξ −−−−++= sinhcosh2
1
2
1ln
2
1
00 A ( )                                (73) 
 
where the parameters 0
22
00 ζβζ +−≡A  and ( )0ln Aβϕ ≡  have been defined.  
Equations 71 through 73 represent the affine parameterized coordinates for a segment of 
the ray with  and the initial conditions are set so that 0>z& 0)0( =τ . 
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III.3  WIND INDUCED SOUND DUCT 
The effects of υ ′′  on a ray system are illustrated for a class of velocity functions 
of the form ( ) nLzcz 20)( =υ , where  is the local sound speed, assumed to be constant, 
L a length scale chosen such that the flow becomes supersonic for 
0c
Lz >  and  is a 
positive integer.  This class of functions have the following common properties: 
0>n
)(zυ is a 
monotonic increasing function for z > 0, 0)( ≥zυ  for all z, 0)( >′ zυ  for z > 0 and 
0)( >′′ zυ  for all z and that )()( zz υυ =− .  For the time being attention will be paid to 
rays that remain in regions of subsonic flow. 
 From Snell’s Law 00 secsec)( θεθε +=+z , where 0ε  and 0θ  are the Mach 
number and initial angle of inclination at the source point.  For purposes of illustration it 
is assumed that the source is place at z = 0 and attention focused on rays fired in the 
upper half plane.  For rays fired against the wind 20 πθ >  and 1sec 0 −<θ .  Combined 
with Snell’s law this information implies 0sec <θ  at all points along the ray indicating 
that rays with negative ray parameter will never turn back down toward the source.  On 
the other hand rays with positive ray parameter will always encounter vertical turning 
points and because of the symmetry of )(zυ  this will happen periodically.  
 The vertical turning points may be found from Snell’s law by setting 0=θ  and 
solving for z.  Although the form of Snell’s law used here is expressed in terms of the 
direction of the wave front normal the geometry of the rays indicates that 0=θ  when the 
ray encounters a vertical turning point.  The equation for the turning points becomes 
0sec1)( θε +−=z .  The condition 3sec2 00 πθθ <⇒>  is imposed to single out rays 
that turn before entering supersonic regions, a conditions that holds for any choice of υ .  
From equation 68 the sectional curvature is calculated  
 
 ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
−−−=
−
14
2
cos
cos
cos)14(2 00
22
2
0
2
2
0
n
nnn
cL
K n θ
θθζκ                                              (74) 
 
for all rays in the system, where the dimensionless variable Lz /≡ζ  is used.  Clearly the 
sign of K depends on two factors, 0cosθ  and the term in parenthesis.  Equation 74 will 
change sign when )2/12(coscos 0 n−= θθ , the same result holding for rays fired into 
and against the wind.  Since θcos  is an increasing function along rays with 0cos 0 <θ  
the condition is never satisfied and these rays will remain in a divergence zone forever.  
Rays with 0cos 0 >θ  are a little more interesting.  The curvature will remain positive 
along these rays only if )2/12(coscos 0 n−< θθ .  Since υ  is strictly increasing θcos  is 
strictly increasing as well and it suffices to check the curvature at the turning point where 
1cos =θ .  The curvature will be zero at the turning point if )14(2cos 0 −= nnθ .  For n = 
1 this leads to the constraint 3/2cos 0 =θ , or .  Rays fired into the wind with o0 48≈θ
3/2cos 0 >θ  will remain in a region of positive curvature as they propagate down 
stream.  Rays with 3/2cos 0 <θ  will begin with  and eventually along the ray 0>K
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0≤K  causing neighboring rays to begin to diverge with respect to λ ,  in general when 
)14/(cos2cos 0 −= nn θθ  (figure 7). 
 In the case n = 1 the ray equations and the deviation equation may all be 
integrated between turning points to yield solutions for the time of flight, range and 
deviation vector as functions of depth in terms of elliptic functions. 
 
IV.     STATIONARY MEDIA 
 The geometry of the null hyper - surface is immune to conformal changes in the 
metric tensor [15] as long as the affine parameter is appropriately changed, ( λλ dafd 2~ =  
and , with a = constant and  a scalar function).  When αβαβ gfg
2~ = )( µxff = 0),( =txvvυ  
the metric appearing in equation 11 may be replaced by ( ) ),(/ 222 txcxdxddtds vvv ⋅+−=  
after performing a conformal transformation.  Additionally if )(),( xctxc vv =  coordinate 
time becomes a proper affine parameter for the geodesics of the conformal metric and the 
null geodesics in space-time correspond to the space-like geodesics of a three 
dimensional space with conformal inner product [14] ( )(/0 222 xcxdxddtds vvv ⋅=⇒= ).  
In this new metric space “distance” is equivalent to the travel time between two points on 
the ray.  The corresponding Chistoffel symbols and Riemann tensor are  
 ( )ccc kijjkiikjijk lnlnln ∂−∂+∂−=Γ δδδ ,                                                          (80) 
 
 { cc
c
R qpkjmnpqmjn
k ∂∂Ξ= 21 ( ) ccmnkjmjkn ∇⋅∇−+ vvδδδδ }                                       (81) 
 
respectively, with ( ) ( ){ }pjqmknqkmnqnpkmjpmkjkjmnpq δδδδδδδδδδ −+−≡Ξ .  Letting , 
, dot referring here to time derivative, equation 34 reduces to the much simpler 
form  for the time evolution of the direction of the tangent vector and the 
resulting ray equation reduces to the standard form found in Landau and Lifshitz [24] 
(this was also derived here in section II.3.a).   
ncr ˆ=&v
1ˆˆ =⋅ nn ( cnnn ∇××= v& ˆˆˆ )
 A straight forward application of equation 38 to this case demonstrates that the 
equation for the parallel propagated frame field appearing in Cerveny [1] is identical to 
that presented here.  The identification of equation 81 with the results found in Cerveny 
for the dynamical equations is less apparent.  A significant difference in the approach 
taken here is the application of the conformal transformation to the null hypersurface.  In 
moving to the time parameterization or arclength parameterization, Cerveny and others 
treat this as an ordinary parameter change void of any geometric meaning thus altering 
the paraxial equation by changing its form, introducing terms involving the first 
derivative of the deviation vector.  By treating this parameter change as part of a 
conformal transformation the form of each equation is identical in passing from one 
parameterization to another.  All things considered the identification of the deviation 
equation presented here with the dynamical equations appearing in Cerveny requires a 
more subtle approach than that taken for demonstrating the equivalence of the ray 
centered basis.  To demonstrate the equivalence of the two approaches one must be sure 
that the results from this paper are compared to those of Cerveny in the appropriate 
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parameterization, λd .  Projecting equation 68 into local ray centered coordinates leads to 
equation 4.1.70 of Cerveny, after a bit of algebra.   
For purely two dimensional systems the sectional curvature appearing in equation 
39 is given by .  Common examples of depth dependant sound speed 
profiles used in modeling deep ocean acoustic wave guides appearing in standard texts 
may be analyzed using the Jacobi equation.  In such situations all rays are torsion free 
and the set of rays in any vertical plane may be used to model the entire ray structure by 
rotation about the vertical axis. 
ccccK ∇⋅∇−∇= vv2
 For simplicity consider rays in the x – z plane.  For any ray an orthonormal basis 
may be constructed by inspection consisting of the unit vector along the ray kzixt ˆˆ &&v +=  
and two basis vectors, the first being obtained by rotation of the ray tangent by 90 
degrees,  , the other being .  In the conformal metric coordinate time 
is a proper affine parameter and “dot” refers to differentiation with respect to time.  The 
basis vectors (  are orthonormal with respect to the conformal inner product 
.  Inspection of equation 81 shows that the sectional curvature in the 
kxize ˆˆ1ˆ && +−= jce ˆˆ2 =
)21 ˆ,ˆ ee
2/ cg ijij δ= 1ˆ,etv  
plane is , where prime denote differentiation with respect to z, while the 
sectional curvature in the 
( )2cccK ′−′′=
2ˆ,et
v
 plane vanishes.  From this it follows that rays fired from 
a point source at the same initial angle but in different planes will diverge linearly in time    
 The behavior of rays in a given vertical plane is governed by .  The 
sound speed profile 
( )2cccK ′−′′=( )CzKCzc /cosh)( 0=  produces a space of constant positive 
curvature .  The deviation vector can be solved exactly for all rays in this system 
with the result 
0KK =
)sin()cos()( tKBtKAtY += .  One can conclude from this that 
periodic focusing will occur along each and every ray bundle with the same frequency 
regardless of the placement of the source.  The time versus depth integral can be 
calculated in this case leading to the result that the travel time between turning points is 
independent of initial conditions, hence the point like focusing demonstrated in this case 
will always occur [Tolstoy]. 
 For any depth dependant sound speed with the property that for some  
, and 
0z
00 )( czc = 0)( 0 =′ zc 0)( 0 >=′′ αzc  one always has a single exact solution to the 
ray equation.  Namely z(t) = z0 and x(t) = x0 + c0t, traveling along the waveguide axis.  
Along such a ray the basis may be chosen by inspection to be in the z direction and the 
deviation equation solved immediately to give  )sin()cos()( tKBtKAtY +=  with 
α0cK = .  From this result one can conclude that any ray sufficiently close to the wave 
guide axis of a focusing sound speed profile may be approximated by the coordinates 
, tcxtxN 00)( += )sin()cos()( tKBtKAtzN += .  Clearly this rough estimate will 
have a better chance of approximating parabolic rays if the sound speed is a symmetric 
function about the horizontal axis defined by 0zz = .  An approximation of this form is 
well suited for parabolic rays in a sound duct such as that produced by temperature and 
pressure gradients in the deep ocean. 
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 The exact ray paths can be found for the sound speed bzazc +=)( .  The induced 
metric space is known in the literature as a Lobeschevsky space and is an example of a 
space of constant negative curvature.  The deviation vector in this case may be found by 
inspection )sinh()cosh()( tKBtKAtY += , implying that all rays diverge from each 
other exponentially in time.   
 For stationary media the field amplitude in the high frequency limit is 
approximated by ))(( 000 ccAA ttt σσ ∆∆= , where A is the field amplitude, σ∆  the 
cress sectional area of a small tube surrounding the ray and t is used as a subscript 
denoting evaluation of a quantity at a point along the ray at a given value of time.  For a 
bundle of initially parallel rays the horizontal cross section remains constant and the ratio 
field amplitudes reduces to ))(( 000 ccYYAA ttt = .   
 
V.     DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 The general procedure for a paraxial ray tracing algorithm may be outlined as 
follows.  Given the environmental parameters ),( txvvυ  and ),( txc v , either as analytic 
functions or numerical data, determine a specific solution (or set of solutions) to equation 
32 or 34 as the fiduciary ray (ray system) )(λγ F , )(λγ N .  Solve equations 38, 43 or 45 to 
determine the parallel propagated basis at ever point along the fiduciary.  This specific 
tangent field and space like basis defined on )(λγ F  along with the Riemann tensor 
components given in equations 40 through 42 are used to set up the equation for the 
deviation vector, equation 39 or 44.  These equations may then be solved numerically, or 
in some cases analytically, to a desired accuracy for any initial conditions on the 
deviation vector, recalling that the initial conditions are chosen to model the initial shape 
of a small patch of the wave front.  Given specific input values for the matrix components 
appearing in equation 39 one can check for the existence of convergence and divergence 
zones along the ray to determine if the ray is stable and if the procedure is expected to 
remain valid, within a desired accuracy. 
 The large number of solutions that may be found for layered media with a moving 
fluid are not only important for their pedagogical value in acoustic and differential 
geometry but may also provide decent approximations to real life situations in underwater 
or atmospheric acoustics.  Especially in cases where there is fluid motion along with an 
approximately constant sound speed as equation 70 represents a formal solution in terms 
of a single integral. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure1: 
Relationship between the fluid velocity, ray tangent and wave front normal in Euclidian 
space. 
 
Figure 2: 
Sample of a complete space – time ray structure. (A)  Family of geodesics labeled by s, 
where s parameterized flow lines are constructed from the deviation vector acting on a 
fiducial geodesic.  (B)  Each flow line represents a curve of constant affine parameter, λ.  
A tangent vector and the deviation at a single point are illustrated.  (C)  A curve of equal 
time, wave front, constructed from the intersection of a constant time plane with the 
geodesic flow.  Equal parameter curves do not lie in the constant time surface in general. 
 
Figure 3: 
A fiducial geodesic and one of its neighbors are shown along with the fiducial tangent 
vector and the four dimensional deviation vector at two values of the affine parameter 
(labeled 0 and 1).  The initial deviation vector is purely space like while the deviation 
vector at later times contains a time like component.   
 
Figure 4: 
Similar to figure 3, with the addition of the equal time deviation vector shown at both 
points along the ray (labeled 0 and 1).  The four dimensional deviation, Y, and the three 
dimensional deviation, Y , are equal at the initial point by choice.  As the system is 
tracked along 
~
Fγ  Y picks up a time like component (as previously illustrated) while Y  
contains only space components at all points. 
~
 
Figure 5: 
The shape of a small patch of the initial wave front and two neighboring wave front 
normal vectors are depicted for the three cases: (A) a concave, (B) convex and (C) a 
planar section of the wave front.  
 
Figure 6: 
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A three dimensional ray path is shown along with the small ring formed by the locus of 
initial three dimensional deviation vectors.  As the deviation vectors are propagated along 
the ray this ring deforms as a result of the local refractive index and fluid velocity.  A pair 
of axis (labeled a and b) are included to demonstrate the change of orientation of the 
wave front.  
 
Figure 7: 
Convergence and divergence zones mapped in space for the symmetric fluid velocity 
described in this section with n = 1.  Rays with 0=α  travel in regions of zero sectional 
curvature (the result holding for any choice of υ ) (A).  The Divergence zone, a region of 
negative curvature is defined by all rays fired against the wind, 0<α , while an absolute 
convergence zone is defined by rays fined into the wind, 0>α , with an initial angle 
3/2cos 0 >θ .  Additional divergence zones occur due to the dependence of K on the 
initial conditions. 
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